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,\h.ctrcIct: Our primary object of this paper is to give a representation formula for constant mean curvature 
\pacelike surfaces (including maximal surfaces) in the anti-de Sitter j-space H:(-c’) of constant negative 
curvature -c.‘. similar To the Kenmotsu type representation formula for nonzero constant mean curvature 
\pacelike surfaces in the Minkowski &pace L’. This formula implies that every simply connected spacelike 
surface M with constant mean curvature in H:(-c.‘) can be represented by a harmonic map from M to the 
hyperbolic 2-plane H’. 
K~,~ortl.s: Representation formula. constant mean curvature spacelike surface. anti-de Sitter .i-space. har- 
monic map. 
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1. Introduction and the representation formula 
Throughout this paper, we always assume that every Riemann surface under consideration 
is himply connected and that c is a positive constant. 
In the recent paper [ 11, we gave Kenmotsu-Bryant type representation formulas for constant 
mean curvature H surfaces (abbreviated to CMC H surfaces) in the hyperbolic j-space H3( -?) 
of‘ constant negative curvature --c2 and CMC H spacelike surfaces in the de Sitter j-space 
S: (c’) of constant positive curvature c2, where H satisfies 1 H 1 > L'. These formulas stemmed 
from the point of view of the moving frame method concerned with the Bryant representation 
formula [ 5 1 for CMC (’ surfaces in H’( -c.~). We also proved that these formulas are deformed 
to the Kenmotsu representation formula [9] for nonzero CMC surfaces in the Euclidean 3- 
spxe Ei and its Lorentzian version [4] for nonzero CMC spacelike surfaces in the Minkowski 
&pace L3. respectively (cf. [ 131). 
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Indeed, Lawson [lo] had already given a bijective correspondence between the space of CMC 
/m (3 c) surfaces in H3(-c2) and the space of CMC Ho (3 0) surfaces in E3 (cf. [6]). 
Moreover, he had also given a bijective correspondence between the space of CMC Ha (> 0) 
surfaces in E3 and the space of CMC ,/p surfaces in the standard 3-sphere S3(c2) of 
constant positive curvature c2 (< Hi). Then it is expected that there exists a Kenmotsu-Bryant 
type representation formula for CMC surfaces (including minimal surfaces) in S3(c2), and in 
fact, we has given it in [2]. 
On the other hand, one can get a Lorentzian version of the above correspondence due to 
Lawson (cf. [l 11). Namely, there exist bijective correspondences among the space of CMC 
v/m (> c) spacelike surfaces in ST (c2), the space of CMC Ha (> 0) spacelike surfaces 
in L3 and the space of CMC ,/p (2 0) spacelike surfaces in the anti-de Sitter 3-space 
HT ( -c2) of constant negative curvature -c2. 
In this paper, we shall give a Kenmotsu-Bryant type representation formula for CMC space- 
like surfaces (including maximal surfaces) in HT(-c2) (see Section 3) which is deformed to 
the Kenmotsu type representation formula [4] for nonzero CMC spacelike surfaces in L3 (see 
Section 4). Each data of the representation formula is a harmonic map from a Riemann surface 
to the Poincare model D of the hyperbolic 2-plane H2. 
Theorem 1.1 (Kenmotsu-Bryant type representation formula in HT(-c2)). Let M be a simply 
connected Riemann surjace with a reference point zo E M, and take an isothermal coordinate 
z on M which is compatible with the conformal structure on M. 
Let g be a non-holomorphic harmonic map from M to the Poincare’model D of the hyperbolic 
plane. Give a constant Ho satisfying Ho 3 c and put 
(1.1) 
Then there exists uniquely a smooth map 3 = (31, 32) : M -+ SU(1, 1) x SU(1, 1) such that 
3(zo) = id and 
3-‘d3= ;{(I - flk)@ - (1 + flk)@*} 
@ ;{ - (1 + Ak)j3& + (1 - &ik)B*E}, 
(1.2) 
where k = c(H0 + ,/-)-I and E = (i _:). 
Put f = (l/c) . 3,3;, then f : M -+ H:(-c2) is a conformal immersion (with isolated 
degenerate points) with CMC H = dm. The induced metric f *ds* on M and the Gauss 
curvature K are given as follows: 
f *ds* = (1 - ],g]2)2w. w, 
Here, holomorphic points of g are only degenerate points off, and anti-holomorphicpoints of 
g are only umbilic points off. 
Conversely, every conformal CMC immersion f : M + H:(-c2) can be congruent with 
one constructed as above. 
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We shall call the harmonic map g which is extracted from a CMC spacelike surface in 
HT (-c”) by the adjusted Gauss map, following the terminology in [ 1,2]. In Section 5, we shall 
review the generalized Gauss map of a spacelike surface in H:(-c’), and study the relation 
between adjusted Gauss maps and generalized Gauss maps of CMC spacelike surfaces in 
H;(-c’). 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we prepare the moving frame method concerned with surface theory in an 
anti-de Sitter 3-space HT(-c*), in terms of complex 2 x 2 matrices. 
Let Et denote the pseudo-Euclidean 4-space endowed with linear coordinates (x1, x2. -x-j, x4) 
and the scalar product (. , .) given by .x: + ~22 - x_: -- xi. For each positive constant c, we set a 
hyperquadric 
and give them the induced metric from Ei. Then H:(d) is a 3-dimensional Lorentzian 
manifold of constant negative sectional curvature -c2 and called the anti-& Sitter 3-spcrce. 
Let ,ScT( 1. 1) be the linear Lie group defined by {h E gl(2: Q 1 h&h* = E, det h = 11, where 
E = (:I -0) and h* = ‘h. We identify E$ with RSU(I. 1) by identifying x = (XI, ~2. -y. .X-J) E 
ES with the matrix 
(2.1) 
Under this identification, we clearly have (x, x) = - det 5 = - $ tr(& $EX). Let (et, e2. e3. eJ) 
be the canonical basis of Ei and then 
The linear Lie group SU( 1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) acts isometrically on ES by 
g x = g,xg;. 
where g = (gt, 92) E SU( 1, 1) x SU(1. 1) and x E Eq. Here we remark that (SI/(l. I) x 
SU( 1. 1 ))/& can be regarded as the identity component of the pseudo-orthogonal group 
0(2,2). 
This action can be restricted to H:(-c’) and hence it is isometric and transitive. The isotropy 
group A at a point (l/c)e E H:(-c*) is given by (h = (h,,&hl&) 1 hl E S.V(l, l)}. These 
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imply that 
H;(-c’) = (SU(1, 1) x SU(1, l))/A 
( 
1 1 
= ,e4(d = ps19; g = (913 92) E SU(l, 1) x SU(l, 1) , 
where ea (*) : SU(1, 1) x SU(1, 1) -+ Et is the projection defined by em(g) = g. e, = gr ca g$ 
(a = 1, 2,3,4). 
For the above projections e,, there exist unique left-invariant 1 -forms on SU( 1, 1) x SU( 1, 1)) 
(0; 1 a, B = 1,2, 3,4) so that 
de, = egwi. (2.2) 
Put ~1 = ~2 = 1 and ~3 = ~4 = -1. Using the formulas (e,, eb) = s,6,~, we see that 
FaO$ + &BW,B = 0. (This expression is not summed for indices.) 
Moreover, differentiating these equations (2.2), we get the structure equations 
dw;+w;r\w; =O. 
The induced metric on HT(-c2) is given by 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Equations (2.3), (2.4) then show that H: (-c2) has constant sectional curvature -c2 as mentioned 
above. 
The Maurer-Cartan form on SU( 1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) is important when we compare the geometry 
of SU(1, 1) x SU(1, 1) with the one of H:(-c2). The Maurer-Cartan form on SU(1, 1) x 
SU(1, 1) is the left-invariant g-valued l-form on SU( 1, 1) x SU( 1, l), where g = su(1, 1) @ 
su(1, 1) and su(1, 1) = {X E gt(2; C) ) XE + EX* = 0, trX = 0) is the Lie algebra of 
SU( 1, 1). It can be written as 
g&g = g,‘dg, 63 g,‘dgz 
1 
( 
J-7(@: + w:> (Wi - 0;) + l/-l(wi + w:> 
=2 (+W;)-fl(W;+o:) -G(W; + w:> 1 (2.5) 
@1 
( 
G(oT - w;> (ml+ 02) + J?(w: - 0:) 
. 2 (0; + w;> - a(@; - w;> -a(k); - 0$ 1 
And the Cartan-Killing metric B on SU(1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) is given by the quadric form 
-Wet(g;‘dgr) + det(g;‘dg2)1. 
Let b be the Lie algebra of the isotropy group A. Corresponding to the reductive orthogonal 
decomposition g = h @I m, we have a decomposition of t = gp’dg as t = tb + rm. Since rb 
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is the Maurer-Cartan form on A, we can describe it as 
is a SLI( 1. I)-valued l-form. Then the rest part T,, can be described by 
is also a su( 1, I)-valued l-form. Here the induced metric on HT(-c.‘) is written by 
ds’ := -4 deto, = z tr(q,,o,). C2 c2 (2.6) 
The tangent space of Hf (-c’) at each point is congruent to the Minkowski 3-space L”, and 
L’ can be identified with 5u( 1. 1) identifying v = (ul. vz, ~3) E L” (c E$) with the matrix 
where the Lorentz metric on L” is given by (v, v) = vf + vi - vi = - det v = $ tr(vv). The 
Lorentz cross product u XL w of two vectors u. w E L” is defined by u XL w = --(~,~,d~~ A
d11~ A dz13)#, where 1” and # denote the interior product with respect to u and the operator of 
rasing indices by the metric of L”, respectively. Then u x L w is orthogonal to the vectors u and 
w in L3. And u x L w is identified with the bracket product - $ [ y, y] of the matrices. 
Let M be a Riemann surface and f : M + Hy (-c2) a conformal immersion. A map 3 = 
(31.32): M +- SU(I, l)xSU(l, l)iscalledaframingoffifJ’= (l/c)e403= (I/c)3,F,*. 
A framing map E : M -+ SU( 1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) is called an udapfedfrumiq of the immersion 
f it’ e3 o E is a unit normal (timelike) vector field N of f and the orientation [el o E A e2 o I ] 
is compatible with the one of M. We first note that every spacelike surface in HT(-c,‘) is not 
compact. We assume that M is simply connected and then we can choose an adapted framing 
E on M. Here we remark that every complete spacelike surface in HT(-c2) (C ES) is entire. 
and hence simply connected. 
Let I be an adapted framing of .f, and hence we obtain that 
c/f := L*de4 = &, 0 E)E*w: + (e2 0 E)E*o$, 
C’ L 
EI*o; = 0. 
f*ds’ = (c/f. df) = i:((E*c# + (Ehy}. 
Since n(r*wj) = -(E*w;) A (I*ol) - (E* w?) A (I”wi) = 0, it follows from Cartan’s lemma 
that there exist smooth functions h;j = h,j, (i, j = 1. 2) defined locally on M so that 
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Let V be the Levi-Civita connection on Ei, and hence we have hij = - ( y(eiO~) (ej o E), IV’). The 
second fundamental form Il of f is given by Il = c-*hijE*ok @ E*wi. The mean curvature 
HoffisdefinedonMbyH=~(hii+h&. 
It is convenient o use the complex structure on the Riemann surface M which is compatible 
with the conformal structure induced by the immersion f. We set 4 = c-’ <E*ol + MEOW:), 
and note that f *ds* = q5 .c$. Put @b = i(hii - h22) - ah 12, then the Hopf differential @ 
of f is defined by Q, = @& . q5. The Gauss curvature K is given by K = -c* - H* + ]@I*. 
Moreover, we set $ = E*w: + &iE*of and p = E*wT. Then we can get the following 
structure equations: 
We remark that $J = H4 + <p@ g5. From (2.5), the derivative dl of the adapted framing 
E = (El, E2) : A4 + SU(1, 1) x SU(1, 1) is represented as 
E-’ dE = E,’ dE, @ l;‘dE2 
(2.8) 
Now we show that every framing map 3 : A4 + SU(1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) of a conformal 
immersion f : M + HT(-c*) with mean curvature H satisfies the following equations. 
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a simply connected Riemann su$ace and take an isothermal coor- 
dinate z on M which is compatible with the conformal structure on M. 
A map f : M + H:(-c*) is a conformal immersion with mean curvature H (H is not 
necessary constant) if and only if a framing map 3 : M + SU(1, 1) x SU(1, 1) off satisjes 
the following equations: 
tr(r.&ok) = 0, tr(aAaG) # 0, 
do; + [a/,’ A o,‘,,] = -fiH [a; A CT,/,,], 
C 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
where we write a,,, and 00 simply instead of 3*o,,, and 3*0,, and decompose them into (1,O) 
and (0, 1) parts as a,,, = oA+o{andab =oi+cr{. 
Proof. From (2.6), the induced metric f *ds* is given by 
f *ds* = (df, df) = z(tr(c&c&) + tr(okc&) + 2 tr(akai)}. 
C2 
Then the equations (2.9) is a necessary and sufficient condition for f to be a conformal immer- 
sion. 
Suppose that f : M -+ HT(-c*) is a conformal immersion. Let z, = x + fly be 
an isothermal coordinate on M such that f *ds* = e2*]dzj2 = e2h(d.x2 + dy*). Put y = 
()‘I. )G, J/i) =I (.-I (y”to:. If*& 3* w:) and hence y is an L3-valued 1 -form and y = 2~ ‘IT,,, 
Hence we have 
n = c Qi),) Xl, Y(i)!) = -2J-P54i3;) XL y(+). (n. n) = - I. 
n = J-rP -?;[ y(i3,). y(+)] = ~~i~~-2~,Cr,n(ii;). cr,,(ilf)j 
(2 
I.he unit normal vector field N of ,f is given by N = (el -8 3)~’ + (~2 o 3)~’ + (~3 3 ffjr7’. So 
the mean curvature H of ,f is calculated as follows: 
H = _._ ; (> ‘“{(Vi ,,,.f*&. N) + (VI,<, .f*d,. N)) _ 
Since the veclor (il:(y”(k)) + xi=, y”(i3,)3’to;:iai))~,_,,1,, ic parallel to n in L’. then 
Thi\ vtctor is identified with the following matrix: 
Hn = 2~ ‘/-(a,(yca,,) + [OfJ(il~). y(iL)]]. 
Then we obtain the equation (2.10): 
J-1 
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Remark 2.2. In the above proposition, the Hopf differential @ of a conformal immersion 
f : M -+ H:(-c*) is calculated as follows 
At the end of this section, we review the Poincare model the hyperbolic plane H* of constant 
negative curvature - 1. The Poincare' model D of H* is defined by the unit disk (5 E C 1 I( 1 < 1) 
equipped with the metric 4 (d< I*/( 1 - ]< I*)*. SU( 1, 1) acts isometrically and transitively on 
D by 
45 +P 
h[C1 = ~ 
pr+4' 
where 
h= 9 p 
( > P4 
E SU(l, l), p,q E @, -IpI2 + lq12 = 1. 
The isotropy group at 0 E D is given by 
and hence D has the structure as the homogeneous pace SU( 1, l)/ U (1). 
The harmonic map equation for a map g : A4 -+ D is the following (cf. [4]): 
8% % 
-+- 
ag ag 
-- = 
o 
azaz 1 - lg12 az az . 
(2.11) 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let g be a non-holomorphic harmonic 
map from a simply connected Riemann surface M to D. 
First, we prove that the equation (1.2) is integrable. Let t = ti @ r2 be the SU( 1, 1) @su( 1, l)- 
valued 1 -form on M appeared in (I .2): 
ri = K&B - i&B*, T2 = --Kjf?& + KB*&, where K = ;(I - 1/-l@. (3.1) 
The integrability condition for the equation 3-'d3 = t is given by dr + t A t = 0, that is, 
dtl + tl A tl = 0 and dt2 + ~2 A q = 0. (3.2) 
Denote the gL(2: @)-valued l-form /3 of type (1. 0) by B = B d:, and then the integrability 
condition (3.2) can be rewritten as follows: 
E(KB~+K(B~)*)+IK~~[EB,EB*] =O, 
(KB: +K(B;)*)E - IKI’[BE, B*E] = 0. 
(3.3, 
From [BE. B*E] = E [E B. E B*]e and K + I? = c 9: 0, these two equations imply that (B; 1” =I 
~~ B,. and hence the condition (3.3) is equivalent to 
3.4) 
we can show directly that the equation (3.4) holds if and only if s satisfies the harmonic map 
equation (2.1 I). Then there exists uniquely a map 3 = (If,. 32) : M + SU(l, 1) x SIl( I. 1 ) 
+uch that 3‘-‘(?3 = r and 3(;(j) = id = (e. e). 
Next. by using Proposition 2. I, we prove that the projection ,f’ = (1 /c)el o 3 = ( I /c)91 :fJ’ : 
,k/ - Hf( -?) becomes a conformal CMC immersion. Since rt = flh i- cr,,, and ~2 = E(crr, --. 
‘T,,,)E. it follows from (3.1) that 
(T’ = 
h (3.5) 
cr; = ;c’&p. 
Then we obtain that 
and hence ,f’ is a conformal immersion except at isolated points where g; = 0 (cf. Lemma 12.2 
in [Xl). Here the induced metric ,f*ns’ is given by 
,f.*d.~’ = It_ tr(crkoi) = (1 - Igl’)‘w. W = e”-ld:l’. 
where 
?A. 4ld p = 
H,f(l - lg1212’ 
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The mean curvature H of f can be calculated by using (2.10) combined with (3.4) as follows: 
L 
[cr; A CT;] = -;[eB*, ~B]dz adz, 
= -+Ho - kc)[EB*, EBldZ adz 
and then H = dm. 
Moreover, following Remark 2.2, we calculate the Hopf differential @: 
@ = _Ho(l - lg12)2 
tr(& B$ BJ dz dz = % (Si) 
%I2 Ho(l - lk12)2 
dz dz. (3.6) 
Therefore, we obtain the Gauss curvature K as follows: 
l@l2 = e-4h 16M2 k12 _ && = 
f&l - Id*)4 - 
w* + c 
2 Id 
jls-2’ 
z 
kz12 K=-&fp+lqL-H(f I--- 
c 1 l&l2 . 
Conversely, let f : M + H:(-c*) be a conformal immersion of a simply connected Riemann 
surface M to the anti-de Sitter 3-space H:(-c2) with CMC 29. We may assume that H is non- 
negative. Take an adapted framing E = (Et, E2) : M + SU(1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) of f. Consider 
the following EU( 1, 1)-valued l-form p on M: 
(3.7) 
where k := c(H + dm)-’ = c(H0 + d-)-l and Ho := dm. 
It follows from the structure equations (2.7) that p satisfies the integrability condition dp + 
p A p = 0. Then there exists a smooth map ht : M + SU( 1, 1) (unique up to left translation 
by a constant) so that h,‘dhl = p, and hence we obtain a smooth map h = (h,, h2) = 
(hl, &hl&) : M + A. Put 3 = (3t,%) = Eh-‘. Since 3-‘d3 = h(E-‘dE - h-‘dh)ht’, it 
follows from (2.8) and (3.7) that 
3,’ ns, = h,(E,‘cE, - h,‘&z,)h,’ 
=;h,j 0 
c( 1 + J?k)$ 
= ;(I - 2/-lk)h, h;t@ - ;(I + &-ik)h, II;&& 
= &h,(@dEz - h,‘dh,&)h; 
1 0 
= -Eh, 
2 -c(l - 2/-lk)@ 
= -;( I + &ik)&h, 
0 
0 i 
Define a et(2; C)-valued l-form /3 on M by 
-1 
0 
I+@. 
-1 
(3.8) 
then we can get a framing 3 of f satisfying the equation (1.2): 
F’d3 = ; { (1 - 1/--lk)q3 - (1 + J-lk)@*) 
&{ -(l+ak)B&+(l-J-lk)P*&}. 
Lr>t us write 
for smooth functions p and q on M so that Ic.~’ - IpI2 = I. Put s = 2/-1/‘/y and w = y’$, 
and hence we obtain that 
Take an isothermal coordinate z on M which is compatible with the complex structure c,!I. Hence 
we can write o = M dz for a smooth function II on M and 
p = Bdz, B=u(Jsjr JllJ. 
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It follows from the integrability condition (3.4) for the equation (1.2) that 
2g: c Ll= 
Ho(l - lg12)2’ 
and furthermore g satisfies the harmonic map equation (2.11). Then we have extracted a non- 
holomorphic harmonic map g : h4 + D, which is called by the adjusted Gauss map of f. 
Finally, we show that the adjusted Gauss map of a CMC H(> 0) spacelike surface f : M + 
H:(-c2) is uniquely determined up to action by an isometry on D. If both g and g : A4 + D 
are the adjusted Gauss maps of f, there exist two framing 3 = (31, 32) and 3 = (31. $2) of 
f satisfying the equation (1.2): 
3,’ d3, = KE B dz - KE B” dz, 3;‘d32 = --KB&dz+/cB*&dZ, 
i?,‘d$, = K&dz -rv&dz, 3;’ d;t? = --K& dz + Ki*& dz, 
where 
K = ;(I - A/t), k = c(H + ,/-)-I. 
There exists a smooth map h = (/?I, h2) = (A,, &h 1~) : M + A such that 3 = 3iP’. Since 
h,’ d&l is su( 1, I)-valued l-form, we may put i;’ dill = X dz - &X*E d?. It follows from 
3;’ d3, = h,@J,‘d$, - &;’ d&])i;’ and 3y’ d32 = &~](&~;‘d?~ - h,’ dh]&)hT that 
K&B = i;,(K&B - X)&i;& and KBE = &h] (K&B + X)&y, (3.9) 
respectively. Then we obtain that 0 = (K - K)E~, X&h:, where K + E = c, and hence X = 0. 
Namely, h”,’ dil = 0 and then h, is constant SU( 1, 1)-matrix. Here, the equations (3.9) imply 
thati =h;Bh].Ifweput 
then we obtain 
This equation implies that 
m-s> +p 
PM% + 4 
1 
Gw=g) + PI2 i&-g) + p 
(136-k) + ?I2 p<ag> + 4 
and then 
where the actions of h,/, and h-,/l describe the multiplication of fl and -1/-I, that is. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 3.1. It has be pointed out that the adjusted Gauss map is uniquely determined by a 
given CMC spacelike surface up to an isometry of D. Namely, ifs and g are adjusted Gauss maps 
01‘ a CMC spacelike surface, then there exists a constant SU( I. 1 )-matrix h such that S = h[ s 1. 
Remark 3.2. The map 3 : Ad’ -+ SU( 1, 1) x SU( 1. 1) satisfying the equation (1.2) is a confor- 
rnal immersion with isolated degenerate points. Holomorphic points of ,q are only degenerate 
point4 of 3. 
4. Deformation for the representation formula 
In the paper [ 11, we have proved that the Kenmotsu-Bryant type representation formula 
in the de Sitter j-space ST (c’) = SL(2. C)/SU( 1, 1) can be deformed to the Kenmotsu type 
representation formula ([4]) in L3, under a suitable reparametrization as SL(2. C) collapsex 
into the Abelian group c’ (cf. [13]). In this section, we shall prove that the Kenmotsu-Bryant 
type representation formula (Theorem 1.1) in Ht(--c’) can be deformed to the Kenmotsu type 
formula as SU( 1, I ) x SU( 1, I> collapses into the Abelian group c”. Indeed, in consideration of 
the Lawson type correspondence, we have constructed the representation formula (Theorem 1.1 I 
which is deformed to the Kenmotsu type formula. 
First. we recall the Lawson type correspondence ([ 111) for CMC spacelike surfaces in Lo-- 
rcntzian space forms M;(k), where M:(k) = H-;\(k) (k -=c 0), L3 (k = 0) or S:(k) (A- 1 0). 
I,& M be a simply connected Riemann surface and fo : M + L’ a CMC Ho (3 0) surface. 
We denote the induced metric of .fo by n,si. Let @O be a Hopf differential of ,f;, and hence: 
ir is a holomorphic quadratic differential. Put (Do := e fiH Q.0 for a constant f9 E [ 0. 23~ 1. and 
[I,. = Jw 6 (resp. I?!,,! = J7$7) for a positive constant c’ (< H,,) (resp. c,‘). By thr: 
fundamental theorem for surfaces, there exists an isometric immersion tic.,,,, : ( M. d.s,f ) ----)- 
Hf C-c’) (resp. ,f;(.l.H) : (M. clsz) + Sy (c’~)) with CMC H,. (resp. H,.l) and the Hopf differential 
Q,, . These families { .f;c,.Hl} and { fcc,t,~)} give 5” -e.quivariant bijective correspondences among 
the space of isometric immersions with CMC H,. of M in Hy (-c’). the space of isometric 
immersions with CMC Ho of M in L” and the space of isometric immersions with CMC H, 
c-d' M in $ (c”). When Q is fixed to zero in particular. we obtain a 1 -parameter family ( ,f; } 
(rap. { ,f;.,}) of immersions .A. = J(i(.,o, : M --, H’i(-c’) (resp. ,f;., = .f;(.f,,,, : M -+ S;(c,“) 1. 
These 1 -parameter families { fc.) and (f;,,) are called canor7i~~crl ones associated with the CMC 
immersion ,fi,. Each .fic,,oJ is called an associated CMC immersion of ,f;.. ,f;(..rr~2, is especiall;q 
called the cmjqate CMC immersion to f(.. 
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The Kenmotsu type formula [4] represents a spacelike surface of prescribed mean curvature 
in the Minkowski 3-space L” by the Gauss map. For a nonzero constant mean curvature spacelike 
surface in L3, its Gauss map is a harmonic map to D, and the representation formula is stated 
as follows. 
Theorem 4.1 (Kenmotsu type representation formula [4]). Let M be a simply connected Rie- 
mann surface and zo E M a reference point. Let g : M + D be a non-holomorphic harmonic 
map. For each nonzero constant Ho, put 
2% 
W= 
Hoc1 - lg12)* 
dz, 
(4.1) 
then y is a @“-valued 1 -form on A4 of type (1,O). Then there exists a unique solution f : M + 
L” of the equation 
df = y + jj with f(zo) = 0. 
Moreover, f : A4 -+ L3 is a conjormal immersion with isolated degenerate points such that 
the mean curvature is Ho and the Gauss map of ,f is g. Here the induced metric is given by 
f*ds’ = (1 - Jg12)2w. 0, (4.2) 
and then only holomorphicpoints of g are degenerate points. The Gauss curvature K is given by 
Let p(c) : H; (-c*) \ (x4 = - 1 /c} + L3 be the stereographic projection defined by 
’ P(C)(X) = ~ 
1 + cxq 
(XI, x2> x3>, x E H;(-c2>\{x4 = -l/c}. 
Lemma 4.2. (cj [ 131) We can give a structure of real analytic deformation of Lie groups to 
G(c) = 
SU(1, I) x SU(1, 1) (c ’ O), 
C” (c = 0). 
Namely, we can give a real analytic structure on the set ,C = {(c, a) 1 c E [0, co), a E G(c)} 
satisfying 
(1) each G(c) is an analytic submanifold of L, 
(2) the curve L(C) = (c, id) (c E [0, co)) in !Z is real analytic, and 
(3) the multiplications of G (c) are real analytic with respect o the parameter c. 
Proof. We identify G(c) (c # 0) with HT(-c*) x HT(-c2), by identifying (x, y) E H:(-c2) x 
HT(-c2) with 
u(c)(x, y) = (C& c(y)*) E XI(l) 1) x SU(1. 1). 
Kenmot.u-Brymt QW rrl’resentutinn,forn~~tltr ?W 
On VC := (HT(-c’)\(.Q = -I/c])x(H~(-c~)\(x~ = -I/c}),wedefineamapp(c)’ : c,. * 
c.3 by 
p(dh. y) = Mc>(x> + p(c)~y>l + J-l{yW(x) - r,(c)(y)). 
For a complex vector c E C3, we obtain two real vectors 6 + = Re(<)+Im(t)and<- = Re(<)- 
Im(<) E L’ = (Iw”, (. . .)). Then the image of p(c)’ is given by W,. = ol’ \, (c’([“. t*) # 4). 
and the inverse is given as follows: 
II(C) 0 (I’(#_’ : W,. + V,. (:= u(c)&.) c G(C) = SU( 1, 1 ) x s’U( 1. I )); 
6” = (U;‘(t). G’($)) := u(c) 0 (p(~)‘:)~‘({) for < E W’ c C3. 
q = e + c(+ + O(c’). 
q = e + c(<-)* + 0(c2). 
Idere we remark that (c)* = cf and U;‘(t) = U;(c)*. U;(t) = r/i (t)*. 
Put VI = {(c, a) E L 1 a E V,. if c # 0) and define a map cpt on VI as follows: 
cpt : v, -+ [O. 00) x c’“: 
(0. a) when c = 0. 
cpl(C. a) = 
(c. y(# 0 u(c)-‘(u)) when c # 0. 
and hence the image of cpt is given by WI = ((c. 6) E [O. 00) x CT3 1 < E IV.) and the inverse 
i\ given by 
-’ CPI : WI (c [0, 00) x C”) + V, (c Lj; 
C&c. t, = 
(0.0 when c = 0, 
(c, Y) when c f 0. 
Put VZ = ((c. a) E L 1 c > O}, and hence we obtain the canonical map (~2 on V, as follows: 
(p2 : V?(C (O,oo) x SU(I. 1) x SU(l. 1)) + (0. cx)) x H;‘(-1) x H;(- I): 
&(‘. x. y) = (C’ (x. y)). 
Since (~7 oqr’ is clearly real analytic map on cpl (VI n V2), we can conclude that ,C has the real 
analytic structure {(VI. @I ), (V2, $2)). 
It is then proved that the structure on ,C. satisfies (1) (2) and (3). I? 
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Especially, we note that, for each { E W,, 
lim(c, c”) = (0. e) in L, 
CiO 
The following theorem parametrizes the Kenmotsu-Bryant type formula in H:(-c2) into 
the Kenmotsu type formula in L3. 
Theorem 4.3. Give a positive constant Ho andfi it. For each positive constant c satisfying 
c < HO, let fL. : A4 + H:( -c2) be the CMC H, = ,,/m spacelike surface constructed by 
a non-holomorphic harmonic map g : M + D in Theorem 1.1, and denote the given framing 
of fc by 3’. 
Let fo be a CMC HO spacelike sur$aces in L3 constructed by the harmonic map g in Theo- 
rem 4.1, and put 23(’ = fo. 
Then { fc) coincides with the canonical 1 -parameter.family of immersions associated with 
fo. Moreover, the l-parameterfamily of maps (c, 3) : M + L (c E [0, Ho]) is real analytic 
with respect o c, and 
.fo = JFo2p(c) 0 fc. 
Remark 4.4. Let { fc : M --f Hi( -c*)]~,o be a canonical 1 -parameter family associated with 
the CMC spacelike surface fo : M --+ L”. The above theorem implies that the adjusted Gauss 
map of each fc is nothing but the Gauss map of fo. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. For each immersions fc : M + MT (-c2) (c E [0, Ho]), we obtain that 
the induced metric f,l”ds* equals f;ds2 (see (1.3) and (4.2)) and the Hopf differential equals 
@a (see (3.6) and [4]). So it is clear that ( fc} is the canonical l-parameter family of immersions 
associated with fo. 
Put t(0) = i(v + v) and 
r(c) = ;{ (1 - K,)Efi - (1 + K&p*} $ ;{ - (1 + KC)@& + (1 - K,)B*E} 
(0 < c < Ho), 
where y is the @‘-valued l-form given by (4. l), /? is given by (1.1) and 
K, = 2/-lc(Ho + dp))‘. 
Then (r(c)} is a l-parameter family of g(c)-valued l-form on M, where g(c) is the Lie algebra 
of G(c). This 1 -parameter family (5 (c)) (c E [0, HO]) is a real analytic with respect o c, indeed, 
we obtain that 
r(c) = c{ t(o)+ @ (t(o)-)*} + 0(c2) (c > O), 
t(o)+ @ (r(o)-)* = ;E(B - /3*> @ 4(-B + p*)E. 
Since 3e : M + L3 c CT” and 3c = (3:, 3;) : M + SU(1, 1) x SU(1, 1) (c > 0) satisfy 
dp = t(O) and (3’)-‘d3 = t(c) (c E (0, HO]), the lemma in [13, Appendix] implies that 
the l-parameter family of maps (c, Y”) : M + L Cc E [O. HO]) is real analytic with respect 
to c. and hence 
lim(c. Y) = (0.9’) in 1;. 
r,+o 
lim(c, (3;‘(3;)*. Yi(S;‘)*)) = br_n(~. (U;‘(3o)U~(30)“. Ui(If”)U;‘(30)“)) 
< io 
=(0,9’+~)=(O.,fo) inC. 
For each c E (0, Hi,], we obtain that u(c)(,~,.. j;.) =: (If;‘(Yi)*, 3;(3;‘)*) and hence 
2/7(C) C j;. = J,(C)Q. ,fl ) = p(c)” C’ u(c)-‘(If;(Yy sg3y’,:c). 
T-hen we obtain that !~ir1~2p(~) o J;. = ,fo. ä I 
5. Generalized Gauss map and adjusted Gauss map 
For a spacelike surface in Et. we can define the generalized Gauss map 5, which is the 
analogue of the one for a surface in E’ (cf. 171, [121). 
Let ,f : A4 --f E4 be a conformal immersion from an oriented Riemann surface M with an 
isothermal coordinate ,: = x + 2/--ry. We define the generalized Gauss map of ,f’ by 
\t here GT,? is the Grassmann manifold of spacelike oriented a-planes in Ei, and the oriented 
Z-plane in Et spanned by the ordered pair of spacelike vectors (v, . v2} is denoted by [v, A v?] 
We show that G* ?,? has the Riemannian structure, which is isometric to the product D x D 
ol‘two PoiancarC models. 
Let ‘Ci denote the complexification of Ei endowed with complex linear coordinates 
! 11’1, UIz. ~3. WJ) and the Hermitian product (w, w) = [WI, I2 + Iw21’ - Iw~I’ - IIP~/~. Bl 
the identification (2. l), we identify CC; with g1(2: C). Let C’P,’ be the indefinite complex pro-- 
,jcctive space of spacelike lines in Ci, and [w] denote the spacelike line in C; thorough 0 and 
H = (11’1~ 1. ~‘3, ~14). The hyperquadric Q; in 0: Pp is defined to be the algebraic variety given ._ 
IT\; 
(11’1$ + (W$ - (I& - (Ul,)’ = 0 ([WI E @P,i,. 
The (jrassmann manifold Gz,? may be identified with the hyperquadric Q; by the map 
Q: --f G;,, : [w] H [Re(w) A Imcw)]. 
.SJi( I. I ) x SU( I. I ) acts transitively on GT,, t 2 Q;) by 
g.lv1 AV?I (=g.lv1 +2/-lva 
:= [g VI A 9. hl (= [g,(y + vl-ly?&$l), 
here g = (gr . gz) E SUt 1. 1) x SU( 1. I) and [VI A ~21 E G$.2 (VI. v2 are spacelike vectors 
in Ej). The isotropy group at [el A ez] (= [e, + J-‘51 = [Ed,]. E2, = (yil)) is given by 
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U(1) x U(1). Then GT.* can be realized as the homogeneous pace: 
G;,* = @L/(1. 1) x SU(], l))/(U(l) x U(1)) 
= {[g,J%g;] 1 g = G31>92) E SU(l> 1) x SU/(l, I)} 
So it is clear that G* 2,2 splits the product of the homogeneous paces SU( 1. 1 ),I’ ff (1) as follows: 
G;,z -+ (SU(l, 1)/u(l)) x (SU(l, 1)/U(l)); 
[mz,g;] * (cldmg2w~)). 
SU(l, 1)/U(l) can be regarded as the Poincare model D as in Section 2. Here each element 
of D can be regarded as 
g 1 U(1) .= @[[o] = E . I 
4i * 
for gj = 
i -) 
y; pi E SU(1, l), 
Pi G 
and hence the identification from G;,, 2 QZJ to D x D is given by 
Then the generalized Gauss map 9 = [,f:] : A4 + G;,2 2 Q; of j’ can be decomposed to 
two maps 
91 =mt 09, $ = 7xr2 o 9 : M + D. 
Let f : M -+ Hy (-c*) (c Ei) be a conformal immersion from an oriented Riemann surface 
A4 with an isothermal coordinate z = x + l/-?y such that f *ds* = e2* Idz 12. Take an adapted 
framing I = (I 1, E2) : M + SU( 1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) of ,f’, which especially satisfies that 
et o E = ewA fx and e2 o E = e-’ f,., that is, C#J = e’dz. Then the components 91, 5 : M + D 
of the generalized Gauss map 5 of f can be given by 
51 = ~l]Ol. 52 = E2Wl. 
Proposition 5.1. The components 5 1, 5 : A4 -+ D of the generalized Gauss map 2 of the 
conformal immersion f : M -+ HT (-c*) sati& the fbllowing Beltrami eyuatiotzs: 
@(L?I)Z = (H + 2/-lc)(Wz, Q’(S2): = (H - l/--1c)(Sz);. (5.1) 
Proof. We may write each component E; : M + SU( 1, 1) (i = 1.2) of the adapted framing 
of I as 
(lQi12 - IP;12 = 1). 
and hence 
pi 
si=ei’ 1 
do, = Q; dp; - P, dQi 
Qf ’ 
Since 
I:,‘dE; = 
* * 
’ Q,dP( - P;dQ, * 
it I‘ollowx from ((2.X) that 
Since $ = H# + @d, 4 = e”(Hdz + @@dZ), we obtain that 
Hlhncr we can obtain the Beltrami equations (5. I ). 0 
Moreover, one can easily prove that the components 5,. 52 : M ---f D of the generalized 
Gauss map 9 of a conformal immersion f’ : M -+ H; ( -c2) satisfy the harmonic map equation 
(2 I I ). if the mean curvature H of .f is constant (cf. [ 121). 
Now let ,f’ : M + H;(d) be a CMC spacelike surface in HT(-c’). From (3.6). wc can 
obtain a Beltrami equation for the adjusted Gauss map g of ,f’. 
From (5. I ) and (5.3). the Beltrami coefficients of the adjusted Gauss map g and the compo- 
ncnts !i ,. 5, of the generalized Gauss map 9 satisfy the following relation: 
(5.4) 
Then the dilatation of each component of the generalized Gauss map can be determined explic- 
itly by the one of the adjusted Gauss map. Furthermore, from ( I .3), (5.2) and (5.4), we obtain 
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(cf. [71) 
The adjusted Gauss map g can be also related directly with the generalized Gauss map 9: 
Let 3 = (3,) 32) : M -+ SU(1, 1) x SU( 1, 1) be the framing of f obtained in Theorem 1.1. 
Then we obtain that 
df = l{(e, o 3)3*0; + (e2 o 3)3*& + (e3 o 3)3*wzJ = 23,~~3;. 
c c 
From (3.5) and (3.8), 
0; =.I +* = ;h, E2,Eh;cji. 
Then the generalized Gauss map 9 is given by 
9 = [f:l = [3,h,E2,Eh$3;], 
and hence decomposed to 
91 = (3,h,)[Ol = 3,[h,Wll> 52 = Vsh,E)[Ol = %i[@%jWll. 
Since the adjusted Gauss map g is given by g = l/--r p/q, where h, = (z i), we obtain that 
Put 
9, = W-fig1 = (3; 0 Lc/dkl, 
92 = 322[2/-lgl = (32 0 br/dkl. 
3; = (i = 1, 2), where IBi12 - IA;j2 = 1. 
(5.6) 
Since 3,‘a3, = K&B, 3F’a32 = --KB& (see (3.1)) and 
(5.6) can be rewritten as follows: 
Bd-1/-lg) +A, 8A, as, 
9, = - 
A,(-&-ig) + B, = as, = G’ 
Bz<z/-lg> + A2 aA a& 
s2= - 
A2(2/--lg) + B2 = %i = a&_’ 
(5.7) 
Recall that the components 9 1 and Sl of the generalized Gauss map 9 of a CMC H spacelike 
surface ,f’ : M -+ HT (-c’) are harmonic maps from M to D. It then follows from the Kenmotsu- 
Bryant type representation formula (Theorem 1.1) that there exist CMC H spacelike surfaces 
,f’, ,fz : M -j Hi(-c’) which adjusted Gauss maps are 9, and SZ, respectively. Let CD and 
@,( !;, ) denote the Hopf differentials of ,f’ and ,f, (j = 1. 2). respectively. 
(5.X) 
Proof. From (I .3) and (S.S), we first note that the induced metrics of ,f’l and ,fi coincide with 
the one of ,f’. 
Uext, we represent he Hopf differentials @ (5 I ) and O( I-j:) by means of the adjusted Gauss 
map ,y of ,f. From (3.6). O(sj) is given by 
Q(5,) = 
4(Si):((S;)i) 
;H’ + $( 1 _ jCjij2)’ 
tl, 11’: (,; = 1. 2). 
Di r‘ferentiating (5.7) and using Cl. 1). ( 1.2) in the equation, we then obtain 
CS.9) 
(5. IO) 
From (5.7). we also obtain 
Example 5.6 (Hyperbolic cylinder in H;( -c’) ). The hyperbolic cylinder H’ (-cf ) x H’ ( -c:) 
is the only complete CMC H flat spacelike surfjce in Hf( -c’). where tyI. c7 are positive 
constants given by cf = 2dm(dm + H), ci = l?Jm(dHv - H). 
H’ (-CT) x H’ (-cz) is defined by the conformal embedding 
f’ @ --f H_:(-c’) (c E;): 
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The adjusted Gauss map g of the hyperbolic cylinder ,f satisfying g(0) = 0 is given by 
g:C::“D; g(z) = tanh($vmx) 
up to an isometry on D, and the harmonic map g, whose image coincides with a maximal 
geodesic in D, can be regarded as the Gauss map of a hyperbolic cylinder R’ x H1 (-k2) in L3. 
Moreover, the generalized Gauss map 5 = (5 1, 92) of the hyperbolic cylinder f is given by 
5, :C+D: 91(z) = -1/-1 
sinh cIx + sinh cz?: 
cash clx + cash C:J ’ 
s2 : c ~ D; s2czj = 2/-1 sinhw - sinhW’ 
cash cl x + cash c2y 
Each image of the maps S I , 52 also coincides with a maximal geodesic in D. 
Addition 
The paper [2] is now a part of [3]. Following the method in [ 31, we can obtain the Kenmotsu 
type representation formula for spacelike surfaces with prescribed mean curvature in HT(-c”) 
by means of the one component of the generalized Gauss map. For CMC spacelike surfaces in 
HT(-c’), we can also obtain the Kenmotsu-Bryant type representation formula (Theorem 1.1) 
as the adjusted representation from the Kenmotsu type one. 
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